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"There's a issue with Iota Horologii. We dropped contact three times ago." Russell Lutz's 1st
novel, Iota Cycle, chronicles the creation and advancement of a human being colony fifty-six light

years from Earth." Across two centuries and including tales both personal and epic, Iota Cycle
displays the risks and the promise of the future. The colony took its initial, hesitant techniques
as amateur flier Eliot Burke pilots the 1st landing in this new system and promises the landing
site for his family's brand-new farm. Slowly, residents like Burke switch the barren floor of their

new home in to the breadbasket of the system. Mark Brand, writer of Crimson Ivy Afternoon, calls
it "similar to the best parts of Dune, Jurassic Park, and numerous Ray Bradbury's functions. We
meet a brilliant youthful scientist whose passionate eyesight of the future is clouded by love. In
Iota's halls of power, we witness the political machinations of a authorities tearing itself apart.
Through it all, we follow the fates of the Burke family as they, like therefore many on the home
planet, battle to make their farm a success. Finally, we ride with a platoon of Rangers on a bold

mission to find clues to the mystery: Why do Iota Horologii break contact with Earth? The
response leaves the Iota Program itself changed forever. Decades later we sign up for a soldier

and a scientist on safari through jungles stranger and more dangerous than any on Earth. At the
beginning of the Twenty-Third Century, the colonization ship Hermione, beneath the watchful

treatment of two androids, brings one hundred thousand settlers to the planets and moons of the
Iota Horologii system.
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Good ole sci-fi in the Asimov tradition This is a brilliant book for a debut. Mr. Lutz has generated
a wonderful collection of tale lines that create a picture of a fledgling society trying to "make it"
on the area frontier function. He has combined a good plot line and personas who have
motivations that you can believe in with sufficient science to create the stage for an excellent
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'what if' tale. It is refreshing to see a return to writing good sci-fi instead of some of the current
'Harlequineque' romances occur deep space. From a NonSci-fi fan I've hardly ever been a sci-fi
fan, and wasn't sure what to expect from the book. - deliver a Supernova-sized payoff. Good
science fiction is possible within the universe as we currently understand it, even probable in the
future as technology catches up with our imagination.I perhaps have to speak to the publisher of
Silverthought and see who he uses to create such a quality publication.This is an intelligent book
and I strongly suggested for both non Sci-Fi fans and devotees of the genre! Iota Cycle Much
"science fiction" is merely fantasy, ie the suspension of scientific laws. It reads very easily, the
dialogue is natural and the humor in the book happens at just the right moments. Actually, as I
go through it I was reminded of another "colonization" book; AN EXCELLENT First Novel I
received "Iota Routine" with several other books and a demand that I browse them with a watch
toward reviewing them.And the individuals were real. But how about the others?I'm very happy to
say that although that is Russell Lutz's first reserve, and it is somewhat of a fix-up, for the reason
that is composed of many short tales stitched together, it really is worth reading. IOTA Routine is
good research fiction. "Coyote" by Allen Steele. Obviously I am not really a book critic therefore i
can't tell you just what a "good" publication looks like. Not because they have much in common --
they don't except that both kept my interest all the way through. The writing was well done and
the worlds of the Iota Horologii system were interesting and well created, although probably
unlikely. Of course, I was a lot more than pleased to review Oscar Deadwood's publication,
because he is a Bewildering Author. And some, like Iota Cycle, are peaceful and unassuming as
they work their method in to the depths of your head and then, just when you think you have her
determined - WHAM! rather, it's similar to a great pencil sketch that provides the fundamental
outlines of a tale and leaves the reader to fill in the gaps with his or her own imagination.Adding
to a really good story are the very real and 3-dimentional characters. The publication is solidly
constructed, and a fine house for the prose of Russell Lutz. Surprisingly Satisfying First, a
disclaimer: We was thoroughly prepared to be lukewarm about this book. Why? In that spirit, this
reserve is an extremely promising start to Lutz's career as a novelist, and I'm going to be
following that career with great curiosity! I bought and read the book just because I wanted to aid
him. My expectations had been low.Damn, was I actually ever surprised.Tales are like females.
Some grab you by the throat, shake your mind until your brain rattles, and toss you to the ground
exhausted but exhilarated. Some tease you just enough to keep paying attention, but never
deliver what they promise. They came across as very (perhaps regrettably) real people who have
actual motivations and the willingness to do stupid points for the wrong reasons, much like
customers.This is an amazing story, it just is actually in the Sci-Fi genre. I can only tell you what I
appreciated reading .Iota Routine doesn't shrink from the effort of thinking through the
implications of its fundamental premise: what happens when a group of earth dwellers happen to
be a new solar system and try to colonize its "livable" planets and moons? How will ordinary, day-
to-day life change on planets with different duration orbits and rotations? Even so, many of the
pictures and ideas are so compelling that they stick in your brain well beyond the actual
reading..That Lutz will be able to address such basic questions in a way that engages the left-
side of my right-handed head is admirable. That his storytelling is indeed precise and
understated I don't even see how involved I am in the story until I strike its shocking conclusion
is normally downright amazing.You wish to know if Iota Cycle will probably be worth your time
and hard-earned money? You betcher lovely bippy it is. Unless you agree, I promise to return all
the money you paid to read this review. A quick, entertaining, thought-provoking read For the
sake of full disclosure, I visited college with Russell Lutz and bought this reserve for that reason.



Having said that, I was surprised at how impressed I was with the tale, and I would suggest it to
others. Awesome It was an extremely enjoyable function of fiction. For me, it was a fantastic
introduction to Research Fiction.The ending of the novel is sad and shocking, all the more so
because by the finish of the book you care about the Burke family, and all of the others working
so difficult to wrest an existence and create a self-sufficient colony out among the stars. Just
how do "anamolous" gravitational interactions between heavenly bodies impact the ecosystems
and colonists of such planets and moons? It's these types of stories -- thought-provoking visions
of a future that might be -- that make science fiction such an excellent genre. Having read the
majority of Arthur C. Clarke's work plus some classic Ray Bradbury nuggets, I've been waiting for
another author that could grab me like this. Because Russell is definitely a colleague; Wise,
adventurous, interesting, emotional, . What changes for us in such situations, but more
importantly, what about being human being remains unaffected? Fantastic!and research fiction!
Why?Thank God intended for surpising women and surprising tales. The storyline and its own
structure were perfectly done.. and I must say i enjoyed reading this reserve.. The interweaving of
the overall Iotan cultural-political picture with the personal Burke family tale, and the delicate
shared fine detail between them helped type an interesting reading timeline for the publication,
and easily may, a very emotional factor to an otherwise "frosty" space colonization story. The
warmth of the Burke aspect impacted the rest of the book as well, also in chapters such as
Winter where the main personas are cool ruthless politicians. I must admit that while reading the
book I had therefore many comments to make which I'm sure I will not be able to remember in
this review. The comment in the back cover mentioning the way the book was reminiscent of
Dune, Jurassic Park and additional Ray Bradbury books (I havent' read any of Ray's books I'm
afraid), is missing some more similarities.. My expectations were high. And they were met. This
is a thoughtful, capturing book. It's not richly detailed; I'm hooked and eagerly awaiting the
sequel. It's a quick and quickly comprehensible read, which I devoured in just a couple of nights.
The way the individual stories were all weaved jointly, even over the various time-lines managed
to get appear seamless even though the times would change.
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